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ON SALE FOR TRAVEL SEASON! This timeless, ground-breaking NYC guidebook takes an

innovative approach to exploring the city with a highly visual map-based format. Unlike most other

travel guides, "Knowing Where You're Going: New York City won't go "out of date", because it

focuses on shopping, dining, and nightlife 'streets' in each neighborhood, rather than the specific

businesses themselves. Every neighborhood in New York City is its own microcosm, with its own

"restaurant row", "shopping district", etc. Restaurants and shops may come and go, but the areas

that attract these establishments remain virtually the same over time. Every neighborhood in

Manhattan is covered in detail, with easy-to-read maps that feature the key streets. Shopping,

dining, and nightlife districts are highlighted in full color to plan either a shopping or dining excursion

- no more wondering what's around the next corner or feeling you've missed out on anything the

neighborhood has to offer. The maps allow the reader to understand the layout of each

neighborhood at a glance. Neighborhood attractions, seasonal events, points of interest, parking,

and mass transportation options are all clearly designated. This book even takes the stress out of

finding your way underground by offering detailed diagrams of some of New York's most confusing

subway stations - Penn Station, Grand Central Terminal, Times Square Station, and many more.

Corridors, stairways, train platforms, mezzanines, and entrances/exits are all laid out in relation to

the streets and buildings above. In addition, this guidebook also features useful information

regarding getting around the city by car, taxi, bus, subway, as well as on foot. The clarity and level

of detail in the maps is unprecedented for a handheld guidebook, but never feels cluttered. Even the

city parks are mapped out, depicting paths, athletic fields, points of interest, and restrooms. Your

perfect companion for exploring the neighborhoods of Manhattan!
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ON SALE FOR TRAVEL SEASON! This timeless, ground-breaking NYC guidebook takes an

innovative approach to exploring the city with a highly visual map-based format. Unlike most other

travel guides, ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“Knowing Where YouÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢re Going: New York City

wonÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t go ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“out of dateÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â•, because it focuses on

shopping, dining, and nightlife 'streets' in each neighborhood, rather than the specific businesses

themselves. Every neighborhood in New York City is its own microcosm, with its own

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“restaurant rowÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â•, ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“shopping districtÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â•,

etc. Restaurants and shops may come and go, but the areas that attract these establishments

remain virtually the same over time. Every neighborhood in Manhattan is covered in detail, with

easy-to-read maps that feature the key streets. Shopping, dining, and nightlife districts are

highlighted in full color to plan either a shopping or dining excursion - no more wondering what's

around the next corner or feeling you've missed out on anything the neighborhood has to offer. The

maps allow the reader to understand the layout of each neighborhood at a glance. Neighborhood

attractions, seasonal events, points of interest, parking, and mass transportation options are all

clearly designated. This book even takes the stress out of finding your way underground by offering

detailed diagrams of some of New York's most confusing subway stations - Penn Station, Grand

Central Terminal, Times Square Station, and many more. Corridors, stairways, train platforms,

mezzanines, and entrances/exits are all laid out in relation to the streets and buildings above. In

addition, this guidebook also features useful information regarding getting around the city by car,

taxi, bus, subway, as well as on foot. The clarity and level of detail in the maps is unprecedented for

a handheld guidebook, but never feels cluttered. Even the city parks are mapped out, depicting

paths, athletic fields, points of interest, and restrooms. Your perfect companion for exploring the

neighborhoods of Manhattan!

I heard about this book from Eric of the Sticks + Twine Knitting Podcast. He was going to Vogue

Knitting Live and the wife of the author of this book sent it to Eric to help him navigate NYC. I live

quite close to the city and go in on a fairly regular basis but never use the subway because I have

no idea where I would be going. This book was really great and has EVERYTHING in it. What a little

treasure for any tourist or person who just wants to navigate the city using local transportation. So

glad I got myself a copy. Next time I go in I feel very confident that I could use the subway and



actually find my way to my destination!

Knowing Where YouÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢re Going: New York City is a fantastic map guide. My family

and I usually have an idea where we are going when we visit New York, but this guide has helped

us navigate to places we never thought about visiting. We especially found helpful the text symbols

for each area so we can plan ahead for meals and sightseeing. Knowing where to park is essential

for us as well so having that pointed out has been a key asset. The maps are easy to read & follow.

It makes all the difference when navigating through the city. I never go to New York without this

book. I highly recommend!!

Finally a guide book that is organized properly the way a reader can use it. This book has a million

maps (okay, not a million) that show digestible chunks of Manhattan. Info about those chunks is

nearby on the neighboring pages. They even show subway stations so you know what to expect. It

really couldn't be designed to be any more usable. I am very happy with my purchase.

To be honest, I was a little hesitant about the use of comic sans but, this book is a comprehensive

look at NYC. LIttle passages about landmarks and areas of interest that are enjoyable to read, maps

not only covering neighborhoods, street directions (which are key!) but also subway maps and maps

of complicated subway stations.You can tell James and Tinfoil Rose really care about this book, so

it's definitely a must buy!

Clear maps are one of my favorite things and New York is a great city to explore, but it is easy to

miss the real New York while you're fighting crowds around Times Square or standing in line at a

chain restaurant. Skip that noise and follow the advice in this book. You'll come back with better

stories to tell.

This book offers an awesome insider look at New York City, as well as the lifestyle of the city. There

are so many awesome locations discussed in this book that weren't mentioned in other guides. On

top of that, the maps are clear, and are created to easily help you navigate between neighborhoods.

Highly recommended!

This was the best thing I bought for traveling in New York. We were pros, it gave great directions to

anywhere in the area you want to go and which subway trains to catch for anywhere you are going...



Best purchase!! Thanks for the great instructions.

This book covers everything one could imagine for New York City. While it is well researched, it is

poorly organized. For example, if I wanted to check out a different museum in the city, I thought I

could just look under museums in the index. Nope. I have to know the name of the museum.

Everything is listed by its title so the Metropolitan Museum of Art is listed under Metropolitan, not

museums. The Cloisters is not in the index anywhere, not even under Cloisters. It is the same for

the city's zoos as well.The maps are great, but they are placed nowhere near the description of

what is in them.Good research. Terrible organization. I think I will just use my phone which gets me

exactly where I want to be - and lets me explore without yet knowing the name of the place I want

go.
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